This paper is, hopefully, a step in the direction of obtaining a complete system of algebraic invariants for the isotopy classes of finitely triangulable spaces. We construct a large family of isotopy functors defined on a category of embeddings of topological pairs and having values in the category of homomorphisms of graded abelian groups. These functors are formally like homotopy and homology functors, having a boundary operator and satisfying an exactness axiom, and some of them are especially well behaved: they are isology functors, which is to say, they satisfy an excision axiom. These functors are defined in the first three sections and their basic properties are established.
1. The basic functors. If X is a topological space, let cX= X*p be the join of X with a point p = aX not in X. The pair (cX, aX) is called a cone over X, cX is the space of the cone and aX is the apex. The space X is naturally embedded in cX and is called the base of the cone. A map/: X ->-F induces a map cf: cX, aX -> cY, a Y such that each segment from xelto aX is mapped linearly onto the segment from f(x) to a Y. Any two cones over the same space are topologically equivalent pairs, and we choose to ignore the difference between them. In this spirit, we demand that if Y<= X, then aY=aX and cY<=cX, so that c is now regarded as a covariant functor from maps between topological pairs to maps between pairs with basepoint. If / is an embedding, then cf is also an embedding, and if / is isotopic to g, then cf is isotopic to eg; the second isotopy leaves the apex fixed.
If X and K are topological spaces, let m(X; K) be the following subspace of K, m(X; K) = {/(aAOI/embeds cXin K}. Thus m( ; ) is seen to be a functor from embeddings to embeddings. It is contravariant in the first variable and covariant in the second. If X0 <= X and K0 <= K, define m(X, X0; K, K0) = (m(X0; K), m(X0; K0) u m(X, K)) and m(X; K, K0) = (m(X; K), m(X; K0)).
lf(f> is the empty space, then m(X, X0 ; K, </>) = (m(XQ ; K), m(X; K)), which we denote by m(X, X0 ; K). This notation agrees well with the observation that m(X; K, <j>) = (m(X; K), <f>). On the other hand, m(X, <j>; K, K0) = (K, K0), and this is ordinarily quite different from m(X; K, K0). These functions extend in the usual fashion to a functor defined on embeddings /: Y, 70 h-I, I0 and g: K, K0->L,L0, and having values in the category of embeddings of topological pairs. Note that isotopies off and g induce isotopies of m(f;g). Since an isotopy is also a homotopy, the composite of m with one of the standard functors of algebraic topology yields an isotopy functor with values in a category of homomorphisms of graded groups or rings. In the present paper, we choose homology theory for this purpose and study the various functors obtained by holding one of the two variables in m fixed. Regardless of which variable is held fixed, the composite functor has an associated natural transformation (the boundary homomorphism), has the property that each topological pair leads to an exact sequence, and assigns the same homomorphisms to isotopic embeddings. In short, such a functor satisfies all the Eilenberg-Steenrod Axioms for a homology theory, save that the Excision and Dimension Axioms may fail and the Homotopy Axiom must be modified to become an Isotopy Axiom. Note that if the Excision Axiom is satisfied, such a functor is an isology functor [1] .
2. Holding the second variable fixed. Select a topological pair (K, K0) and a homology theory {Hn} with coefficients in an abelian group G, and consider the two contravariant functors, R( ) = m( ;K, K0) and Fn = Hn° R.
Both are defined on some category of embeddings of topological pairs. The first has its values in the category of inclusions among pairs of subspaces of K and the second has its values in the category of homomorphisms of graded abelian groups.
It is almost immediate that iff: F-> Zis an embedding, then R(f) : R(X) -> R( Y) is the inclusion map. It follows that any two maps/, g: Y, Y0 -> X, X0 have the same image R(f) = R(g). Thus the functor R does not carry much information, nor can Tn.
In addition, Tn need not be excisive, as the following example shows. Let X be the 1-dimensional polyhedron sketched below.
Let U be the subcomplex of X consisting of the 1-Simplexes spanned by b, b', c, d, and d'. The open set U is now obtained by removing the vertices b and b' from U. Let A be the union of U with the 1-simplexes ab and a'b'. Let K=c(c4) (the second cone over a set of four elements) and let K0 be the empty subspace. Note that K may be regarded as the union of four 2-simplexes a1} o2, a3, a4 sharing a 1-simplex t = ctj n a, (/#/'). It is easily seen that R(X) is empty, R(A) = R(X-U) is the 1-simplex t less its endpoints and R(A -U) = K. Thus T0(X, A) = G while T0(X-U,A-U)=0. I do not know whether there are any nontrivial excisive theories of this type.
3. Holding the first variable fixed. A family of isology functors is constructed in this section. To this end, select a paracompact space X, and use singular homology theory with coefficients in some abelian group G. Let Y be a category of embeddings of topological pairs. Define on Y the functors, R( ) = m(X; ) and L"( ) = Hn(R( ); G).
The first of these has its values in the category of continuous functions (embeddings, in fact) between topological pairs, and the second in the category of homomorphisms of graded abelian groups. Associated with T={Tn} is a natural transformation 8 (derived from the boundary homomorphisms of the homology theory) such that the diagram is commutative whenever/: K, L -> K', L' is in Y.
Theorem 3.1. T, 8 is an isology theory.
This theorem yields the following result immediately.
Corollary 3.2. Iff: K,L^-K',L' is an isotopy equivalence, then H*(m(X, X0;f))
is an isomorphism for all pairs (X, X0).
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is simply a matter of checking the six axioms, and all of these verifications are easy, except that of the Excision Axiom. Lemma 3.4 shows that a strong form of this axiom holds. Thus the result follows from the fact that ix = R(i)i2.
For an application of these functors, let Xn be a discrete space with n points («=0, 1, 3, 4,... ; the value « = 2 is deliberately omitted) and let G0, G1; G3, G4,... be abelian groups. Since a direct sum of isology theories is an isology theory, TP(K, L) = 2 Hp(m(Xn; K, L); Gn) n*2 determines an isology theory. If/: cXm -> cXn is an embedding with m<n, then
is a nontrivial proper subgroup, and it follows from [1, Theorem 8.2] that an embedding g: K^-L of 2-dimensional finitely triangulable spaces is an isotopy equivalence if and only if T'p(g) is an isomorphism for all p. If X0 is a closed subspace of the paracompact space X, then the Excision Axiom holds for the functor (K, L) -> H*(m(X, X0; K, L); G).
However, the Exactness Axiom may fail, as the following example shows. Let X be the discrete 3-point space and let X0 = <f>. Suppose K is the 1-dimensional polyhedron sketched below, and L = {a, b}. The homology theory of this section is singular theory with integral coefficients.
Theorem 4.1. Iff: cK-^-cL is an embedding in 3> such that H%(m(X:f)) is an isomorphism for all l-dimensional finitely triangulable spaces X, then there exist closed subsets KX<^K and LX^L such that
(2) the restriction off to cKx -> cLx is an isotopy equivalence, and (3) K-Kx and L-Lx are finite unions of isolated arcs and points.
The proof of this theorem will be given in §6. The rest of the present section is given over to examples showing the theorem to be a best possible result.
Let KX=LX be any l-dimensional finitely triangulable space with a vertex of order 1, and let A, B be finite discrete spaces disjoint from Kx. Set K=KX u A and L=LX u B. In general, cK and cL have different isotopy types [2, Theorem 2.6].
Proposition 4.2. There is an embedding fi0: K-+L, and every embedding f-cfi: cK^-cL induces isomorphisms Hi"(m(X;f))for all spaces X.
Proof. The space A can be embedded in an arc. Since Lx has a vertex v of order 1 situated, let us say, on a 1 -cell a, there is an isotopy of the identity map on Lx which shrinks a away from v and leaves the rest of Lx pointwise fixed. In this way an arc in Lx is exposed, and /0 is constructed by embedding A in this arc. Note that maps g0: F ->-K may be similarly constructed.
Let Xbe any space. If the apex aK lies in m(X; cK), then m( X; cK) is contractible, for whenever y e m(X; cK), the interval from y to aK must also lie in m(X; cK). A similar statement holds for m(X; cL). Furthermore, aKem(X; cK) iff aL e m(X; cL) for f=cf0 and g = cgQ preserve apexes. Thus m(X;f) will be a homotopy equivalence in this case and HJf(m(X;f)) will be an isomorphism.
On the other hand, suppose aK$m(X; cK). Then m(X; cK) = m(X; cKx), for otherwise cA n m(X; cK) contains an arc, whence cX embeds in an arc. Since K contains two distinct points, cK contains an arc having aK as an interior point, whence aKe m(X; cK). Similarly, m(X; cL) = m(X; cLx) in this case. But/induces an isotopy equivalence of cKx with cLx, and the theorem follows from Corollary
3.2.
Similar examples are obtained when KX=LX contains a simple closed curve and A, B both contain some isolated arcs.
5. Lemmas about 2-dimensional cones. Let K, L be l-dimensional finitely triangulated spaces. Let/: cK^ cL and g: cL -> cK be embeddings that preserve apexes. The isotopy classes of/and g contain embeddings which preserve bases [2, Lemma 2.2], so there is no loss of generality in assuming that f[K]<=L and g[L] c K. In addition, select cellular decompositions for K and L, such that each decomposition has a minimal number of vertices.
Suppose M=K or L. In a minimal decomposition, the vertices of order 2 appear in the isolated simple closed curves, and only there. There is exactly one such vertex for each such curve, and it may lie anywhere on the curve. Apart from this ambiguity, the topology of M determines the minimal decomposition. Let M' denote the set of vertices of order =:3 in M and let M" be the union of all the closed 1-cells whose boundaries consist of vertices of orders ä2. Note that the closed star of M", star M", will include all of M save the isolated arcs and points. Proof. Let a be a 1-cell which lies in Star K", but not in K". Thus one of its endpoint vertices is of order ^ 3 and the other is of order 1. Name these vertices v and w with o(v) ^ 3 and o(w) = 1. As before, there must be a 1-cell t of L such that /[ct]ct. One of the vertices of t isf[v] and, since L"<=f[K"], the other has order 1.
But cv separates the space cK, and cf(v) =f[cv] separates cL, whence f[ca] <= ct.
It is easy to construct an isotopy from f\co to a homeomorphism of co onto ct, and this isotopy may be required to leave cv fixed. Combining these isotopies (one for each cell o of the type described) yields an isotopy from/|c Star K" to a homeomorphism of c Star K" onto c Star L".
Let O be a simple closed curve and let y be a triod (that is, Y= c3 where 3 is a 3-point discrete space). Set Proof. Observe that a book with « leaves is homeomorphic with csF when F is a discrete space with « points. A shrinking towards the apex yields an embedding csF^* csF-sF isotopic to the identity. It follows easily that any embedding cX -*■ csF is isotopic to one sending X into sF.
Suppose cK embeds in csF. If m(X¡; cK) were nonempty, then there would be an embedding of X¡ in sF, and a routine check shows that this is impossible.
Conversely, suppose m(X¡; cK) is empty for 1=1,2,3,4. Select a minimal cellular decomposition for K. Since m(Xx ; cK) is empty, K has at most 2 vertices of order =£3. If K has no vertices of order ^ 3, then it consists of isolated points, arcs, and simple closed curves. Since m(X2; cK) is empty, there is at most one simple closed curve. An embedding/: K->sF is easily constructed when F has 3 points, and cf is the desired embedding of cK in a book. If K has exactly one vertex v of order n ^ 3, then it has at most one simple closed curve and this contains v (for m(X3; cK) and m(Xi; cK) are empty). Let Lbe a discrete space with n+1 points, and construct f: K-^-sF as follows. Let wQ, Wx be the two vertices of order n +1 in sF, and set f(v) = w0. If a is a 1-cell which begins and terminates at v, then/(a) runs along one arc from w0 to wx and back along another. The other 1-cells radiating from v are embedded in some of the remaining 1-cells of sF so that their images start at w0 but do not run all the way to Wx-The remainder of K consists of isolated arcs and points; these are embedded in the («+ l)st 1-cell of sF. Again sf embeds cK in the book csF. The case in which K has two vertices of orders m^n^3 is similarly treated. In this case cK is embedded in a book with m +1 leaves.
Given integers/», q, r, with O^qtUr and/»^2, there is a connected 1-dimensional finitely triangulated space N(p, q, r) with exactly one vertex of order p, one of order r, q arcs running between these two, and p + r-2q vertices of order 1. Of these last mentioned vertices, p-q terminate arcs radiating from the vertex of order p and r-q terminate arcs radiating from the vertex of order r. Note that the topological type of N(p, q, r) is determined by this description.
Lemma 5.4. An object cK of dimension 2 in <I> can be embedded in a book iff there are integers p, q, r (q^p^r andp^I) such that K=N(p,q,r)vA where A is a finite union of points and arcs disjoint from N(p, q, r) and each other.
Proof. Let c(cF) be the book, where F is a finite set. The spine of the book is the arc c(aF) running between the apexes a(cF) and aF; the leaves are the components of the complement of the spine. Every point in a book may be regarded as an apex over a 1-dimensional space L: use L = cF for the ends of the spine; L=sF for interior points of a leaf and L is an arc for edge points of a leaf. Thus the proof of the lemma is reduced to checking which spaces K may be embedded in L. The possibility that K might be a finite space is eliminated by the requirement that cK have dimension 2. If 5 = 2, then M* consists of all points which can be surrounded by a disc in cM. If g = 0, then cN(p, q, r) is a union of two books having exactly one point, the apex, in common. Thus, cM is the union of these two books with a collection of « triangles, and the apex is the only point shared by any two of these summands, whence M* has « + 2 components. The remaining two cases are similar. implies that m(X; cK) and m(X; cL) must be connected for all X. Thus it follows from Lemma 5.5 (with X= N(2, 2, 2)) that q > 0 and v > 0. These same observations, with X-N(p,p,p), show that p=q or p = 2. The spaces cN(p, q, r) with (p, q) = (2,1) or/7=q are all isotopic to books with r leaves. Similarly cN(u, v, w) is isotopic to a book with w leaves. Applying Lemma 5.5 again, together with the fact that H0(m (N(s, s, s) ;f)) is an isomorphism for s = r, w, shows that r=w. Since every embedding of a book with r leaves into itself is an isotopy equivalence, the proof of the theorem in this case is completed by setting Kt = N(p, q, r) and Lx = N(u, v, w).
1. Deleted products. If F is a topological space, then the deleted product space RY= Yx Y-AY is the topological product of F with itself minus the diagonal. This construction extends to a functor R on embeddings of topological pairs in the obvious way. The composite of this functor with the integral singular homology functor L/* is a functor with values in the category of homomorphisms of graded abelian groups. It is this functor that will almost fill the gap left by the functors H*(m(X; )).
Let K=Kx u A and L=Lx ußbe
finitely triangulable 1-dimensional spaces in which A and B are finite unions of isolated arcs and points. Let/=cL->-cL be an embedding such that f[cK1]<^cL1 and such that the restriction cKx-^cLx is an isotopy equivalence.
Theorem 7.1. IfH*(R(f)) is an isomorphism and if neither Kx nor Lx is contractible, then f is an isotopy equivalence.
Proof. First suppose / preserves apexes. Then there is no loss of generality in assuming f[K]<=-L and ftKx]'^ Lx. This part of the proof consists in using [2, Propositions 3.2-3.5] to show that the restriction/): K-^-L off is an isotopy equivalence. Now, no isolated point or arc Ax of A maps into L%, for if it did, then/0 could be factored where C is an arc from Ax to a vertex v of K. But Lemma 5.1 shows that v must be of order 1. Thus if ßx is the /th Betti number of K, then the kernel of Hn(R(cg)) would have rank 2ßx for n = 2 and 2ß0 -4 or 2ß0 -2 for n = 1 (the latter depending on whether Ax is a point or an arc). Since Kx is not contractible, these ranks could not both be zero, whence H^(R(f)) could not be an isomorphism. Similar arguments show that f0[K] meets each component of L, that no isolated point of A maps into an arc of B and that no two arcs of A map into the same arc of B. Now suppose f(aK) ^ aL. Then / may be factored through a book, cK->c(cF)->cL where L is a finite discrete space, cF^Lq, and h is the inclusion map. Since cF is connected and cF<=-Lx, it is easily demonstrated that Kx has the isotopy type of cF. Thus cK -> c(cF) -* cLx is an isotopy equivalence. But the case of Lx being contractible was excluded and cLx -*■ cL preserves apexes, so the argument in the first half of this proof shows that cLx -*■ cL is an isotopy equivalence, whence /is. Now let us ask what nonequivalences / in <P induce isomorphisms under all of the functors we have considered. These exceptional cases are of the following two types.
(1) Let K be a finitely triangulable l-dimensional contractible space with at least two vertices of orders à 3, let L be the union of K with an isolated point, and let/: cK-> cL be the inclusion.
(2) Let F be a finitely triangulable l-dimensional contractible space with at least two vertices of orders è 3 and let K=L u A be the union of L with an isolated point A. Since L is contractible, it has a vertex v of order 1 and a shrinking fx:L^-L such that v Çfi [L]. Let/0: K->L agree with/ on L and send A to v. Set f=cf0.
Other examples of these types are obtained by varying L and / by isotopies. The proofs that H*(m(X;f)) and H*(R(f)) are isomorphisms are routine. The requirement that K and L have at least two vertices of orders ^ 3 is needed, for otherwise cK and cL have the same isotopy type, namely that of a book.
